ABSTRACT A wireless physical layer identification (WPLI) system aims at identifying or classifying authorized devices of different users based on the unique radio frequency fingerprints (RFFs) extracted from their radio frequency signals at physical layer. Most existing works mainly focus on demonstrating feasibility of system by presenting the classification performance of a fixed-user-number network. However, the real-world WPLI systems are expected to work in various scenarios with different scales of user numbers, dynamic changes in user numbers, and various choices of user combinations. Hence, an important question needs to be answered: what's the user number that a WPLI system can support, i.e. the user capacity, under the condition that the minimum system performance is guaranteed. In thispaper, we theoretically characterize the user capacity of WPLI. A theoretical approach is proposed based on ensemble mutual information between RFF and user identity. With this approach and one-time RFF training, the user capacity of WPLI can be characterized under various real-world constraints. Extensive experiments are conducted to validate the accuracy and tightness of the theoretically derived WPLI user capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Physical Layer Identification (WPLI) system aims at identifying or classifying authorized devices of different users based on the unique Radio Frequency Fingerprints (RFFs) extracted from their radio frequency signals at physical layer [2] , [3] . Because the software-level device identities (e.g., IP or MAC address) are vulnerable to be manipulated, while the physical layer feature cannot be modified without significant efforts, WPLI has emerged as a promising wireless security solution. Fig. 1 illustrates the processing procedures of WPLI and typical application scenarios. Each user in a WPLI system is assigned with one device to represent his or her identity, i.e., the identity of each device is the user identity. The signal, transmitted by users within the network, firstly pass through the communication channel. The signal is then obtained by the identification system. Next, a feature extraction module is to obtain selected kinds of fingerprinting feature to form a fingerprint. A fingerprint matcher compares the fingerprints with reference fingerprints stored in database according to authorized identities. (Those reference fingerprints and identities are collected through system training procedure.) The identities are finally classified and assigned to devices using dimensionality reduction classification technique. Here, two application scenarios are involved in WPLI: (i) identification scenario is between all unauthorized imposters and the whole authorized users.
(ii) classification scenario is the N-class identification between all authorized users within this network [2] , [4] . In these scenario, WPLI can be utilized to successfully defend impersonation attacks within network and fake-identity injection attacks from the outside intruder respectively.
In essence, RFFs are random variables carrying discriminating information of user identity which can be expressed in different feature domain, such as frequency domain, time domain, wavelet transform domain etc. These features have non-Gaussian and non-uniform feature distributions [5] , [6] . Due to different channel effects, in-band noises, feature extraction algorithms, and classification techniques, the extracted RFFs are involved with more noise and interferences, which bring more randomness to the feature distributions [2] , [7] , [8] . If more users are kept adding into the WPLI system, the feature distribution intervals of different identities are more likely to overlap within the classification dimensionality. Hence, the uncertainty between feature and identity is increased, causing higher classification errors. For example, as reported in [9] , 6000 RFID tags of 12 typical models are tested using the phase RFF named TagPrint. From their results, we can observe that there exists an obvious classification performance drop when the user number is increased: the classification success rates drop from 99.58% for 50 users to 55.31% for 6000 users. Moreover, since RFF's distribution is non-uniform, RFFs from different device combinations within the same user number can have significantly different distribution interval overlaps, resulting in different classification results. Currently, the existing works of WPLI mainly focus on the experimental performance of a scenario with a fixed user number and user combination [5] , [10] - [12] . However, the real-world WPLI systems are expected to work in various scenarios with different scales of user numbers, dynamic changes in user numbers, and various choices of user combinations. Hence, it is of great importance to have a thorough understanding on what's the user number that a WPLI system can support, i.e., the user capacity, under the condition that the minimum system performance is guaranteed. It should be noted that user capacity is the concept for classification scenario of WPLI. Because the identification capability of outside attackers is based on how close between the features from attackers and genuine users, which we've already modeled in our previous work [7] . Identification procedure can still be working even when user capacity is full, as long as RFFs from attackers are differentiable comparing to all the RFFs from all genuine users. Hence in this work, the user capacity is proposed to describe the N-class identification capability between all the genuine users and defend all the attacks within the network.
It is challenging to characterize the WPLI user capacity based on existing solutions. First, system designers have to run lots of experiments to check the classification error rates of different user numbers, from small values increased to large ones. Second, given a large user number N , the classification results of different combinations of k users can be different. Consequently, to derive the user capacity, the WPLI system designers have to conduct experiments with all C k N combinations of genuine users and obtain all the classification error rates. The final user capacity should be determined by the utmost user number, of which the worst classification error rate of its user combinations is within guaranteed error rates. Third, the WPLI systems using different classification algorithms or different classifier subspace dimensionality have different WPLI error rates [5] , [11] , [13] . The user capacity should be derived under the condition that the best possible classification algorithm is selected, which requires the system designer tests all possible classification algorithms combined with all possible subspace dimensionality in the experiments. Fourth, as the modeling in our previous work [7] , many real-world factors, including the receiving equipment and the wireless channel, can dramatically affect the performance of WPLI. Hence, the user capacity of WPLI can be easily affected by those real-world constraints. For example, if high-end measurement equipment is used and the wireless channel is a line-of-sight (LOS) AWGN channel with high SNR [10] - [12] , the WPLI user capacity is expected to be high. In contrast, if cheaper off-the-shelf wireless devices are used in the noisy multipath channel, the user capacity can be much lower. The experimental measurement based-on existing solutions cannot have the repeatable results with high accuracy due to different application scenarios, experiment setups. Hence, lots of experiments would need to be conducted for various real-word constraints of application scenarios and experiment setups.
Due to the above challenges, existing solutions are extremely inefficient, if not infeasible, to comprehensively characterize the WPLI user capacity. A theoretical approach rather than the experimental solution is highly desired. In this paper, we address the above challenges, by deducting a theoretical approach to characterize the user capacity of WPLI within targeted error performance, under typical real-world constraints, despite different classification techniques and user combinations. In this approach, mutual information and ensemble mutual information are utilized as a fundamental metric to describe the uncertainty between feature and user identity in WPLI, despite different selections in feature types and dimensionality [10] , [14] . With these theoretical models, we only need to utilize the one-time collection of RFF samples from all possible genuine user devices using a good-quality receiver (e.g., we use a USRP N210 softwaredefined radio) in the near region (i.e., good LOS channel with high SNR). Based on the modeling of the effects of typical real-world constraints (e.g., different quality receiver device or different wireless channel), WPLI user capacity can be accurately captured. Because the classification error rate is theoretically bounded by entropy and mutual information [15] , the derived WPLI user capacity indeed represents the performance upper-bound for different user combinations, despite various classification techniques adopted in WPLI. In practical usage, these raw training data can be collected from database during the roll-in procedure of each WPLI system. Then, the WPLI user capacity can be theoretically characterized for the targeted scenarios under major real-world constraints, which saves great efforts on conducting lots of field experiments. Moreover, this theoretically derived user capacity can set an upper bound on the performance of designed WPLI system, which can help WPLI system designers to select the most significant RFF feature, compare different algorithms, determine equipment settings, and improve the system designing for target application scenario. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, related works are summarized. In section III, the user capacity is then characterized using ensemble mutual information between multi-dimensional RFF and identity, which is based on the modeling of typical signal processing procedures in WPLI. After that, we present application cases to illustrate usage of this theoretical characterization as the left side of Fig. 2 shows. In section IV, we conduct experiments on classification error performance of a practical WPLI system to measure the user capacity and validate our user capacity characterization as the right side of Fig. 2 shows. Meanwhile, we conduct the experiments under different application case setting to validate the user capacity characterization under various real-world constraints. The paper is finally concluded in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In the field of information theory, most existing works focus on the channel capacity of a secure communication system, but not the WPLI user capacity that focuses on the classification performance. In [16] - [19] , the maximal achievable data rate of a secure communication system is analyzed and modeled based on Shannon channel capacity theory. Some other works in security field use mutual information concept to improve the performance of WPLI for a fixed user network, which have no study on the user capacity of WPLI to date. In [10] , mutual information concept is utilized to select the most significant feature point to improve classification accuracy of WPLI. Similarly, in [6] , entropy is utilized to evaluate the randomness and uncertainty of different RFF features as a reference to choose the optimal RFF feature.
The state of art WPLI techniques are comprehensively surveyed in [2] and [3] . Various WPLI solutions have been proposed with different type fingerprinting source selection, which include clock jitter [20] , [21] , the DAC sampling error [22] , the power amplifier non-linearity [22] - [24] , the mixer and frequency synthesizer phase error [25] , [26] , device antenna (including polarization) [4] , modulator subcircuit (if the analog modulation is used) [12] , multipath wireless channel characteristics [27] - [29] , among others. Various physical-layer identification feature extraction algorithms have been proposed, which utilize RFFs from different parts of signal and interpret the RFFs in different ways. In [12] and [30] , the RFF is represented by the modulation errors (the distortions of amplitude, phase, and frequency errors in time domain) of a transmitted data packet or the packet preamble. Meanwhile, in [4] , [21] , and [31] - [33] , the signal spectrum of the data/preamble is used as the RFF. Moreover, in [11] , [34] , [35] , [36] , and [37] , the turn-on/off transient of the transmitted signal is utilized as the RFF. However, the above works focus on demonstrating the feasibility of proposed WPLI system by presenting the experimental classification performance of a fixed-user-number network, not theoretically characterizing their user capacities. The theoretical analyses on WPLI system are relatively less in numbers comparing to the solutions. In [22] , [24] , [38] , and [39] , hypothesis testing techniques are utilized to theoretically analyze the identification problem. In [8] , the receiver distortions on WPLI performance is investigated and a theoretical bound of identification is discussed. Those works focus on the theoretically analyses on the WPLI performance for a given fix-number of users with selected type of feature, not the WPLI user capacity that we will discuss in this paper.
In our previous work [7] , a theoretical framework is established to systematically analyze the complete procedures of WPLI. The classification and identification error rates of given genuine users and features can be theoretically calculated using the proposed framework. The uniqueness of RFF feature is mathematically modeled in details in order to theoretically evaluate the performance of WPLI. Special attention is paid to effects of real-world constraints on the performance of WPLI, such as the influence of multipath channel and low-end receiver devices on the WPLI error rates. It should be noted that the developed theoretical framework in [7] highly depends on the knowledge of the RFF feature model, i.e., we need to derive an accurate model of the VOLUME 5, 2017 selected RFF feature (e.g., the hardware imperfection of RF circuit), which is very difficult in practice. Moreover, that paper still focuses on the error rate performance of fixed number and combination of user devices, not the WPLI user capacity. In this paper, the ensemble mutual information is utilized as the fundamental metric for all types of features. We do not have to theoretically model RFF feature itself. The user capacity of WPLI using multiple types of features can be characterized based on our proposed theoretical approach, which is easy to use in the real-world applications of WPLI. Meanwhile, the dynamic changes of user capacity of WPLI in different application scenarios are characterized, analyzed and validated to present a complete survey of user capacity of WPLI.
In order to propose the basic idea of this work, a previous conference version was published in [1] . Comparing to the conference version, more comprehensive theoretical modeling is presented in this paper. We model the whole physical-layer processing procedure of WPLI as identity in transmitter, communication channel effects, and receiver effects respectively in Section III. While in the previous conference version, only the sampling procedure in the receiver is modeled. Moreover, we study user capacity characterization under large scale fading effects and multipath channel effects in this paper. In the previous conference version, only AWGN channel is applied in the application cases and only the effects of AWGN noise level on user capacity is analyzed. While in this paper, typical indoor fading and multipath channel parameters are utilized in the channel model to obtain the user capacity of WPLI over Rician and Rayleigh channels. Besides these, in the experimental part of this work, we add a series of experiments to measure the user capacity of a WPLI system without the pre-knowledge of the characterization results, as the comparison and validation for our theoretical results. Also, we add two experiment cases to validate the user capacity characterization under fading channel. Hence, more comprehensive theoretical analyses, more advanced application cases, and more complete experiments are developed in this paper.
III. THEORETICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF USER CAPACITY OF WPLI
In this section, we first discuss briefly the typical WPLI processing procedure [2] , [7] , [12] , which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The influential factors within those procedures are analyzed according to their effects on the WPLI performance. Then we discuss the proposed theoretical approach to characterize the user capacity of WPLI, as the left side of Fig. 2 . The mutual information between fingerprinting feature component and user identity is modeled. Then ensemble mutual information between RFF and identity is derived. Based on that the WPLI user capacity is characterized. After that, we use several application cases to illustrate the usage of the developed theoretical approach. The user capacity of WPLI is characterized under practical constraints of different application case settings.
A. PHYSICAL-LAYER PROCESSING PROCEDURE OF WPLI
For WPLI, each user is assigned with one device to represent his user identity. As the discussion in existing works, the identity of each user device is granted at the transmitter end. The hardware imperfections in the RF chain can be modeled as a fingerprint channel according to the modeling in [17] . This channel is not a real physical communication channel, but a general model to represent the RF chain within each transmitter. Various RFF features are added into ideal signal during the signal processing procedures in RF chain. Hence, the transmitted RF signal embedded with identity feature can be generally expressed as
where T Fingerprint (.) is the equivalent function of fingerprint channel of RF chain at transmitter, A(t) is the ideal transmitting signal, W f is the fingerprint channel parameters which are to represent various RFF features discussed in Section II, e.g., RF nonlinearity, timing jitters. F(t) is the final transmitted signal embedded with identity feature. This model is different from our previous work [7] or other existing works [22] , [24] , [38] , in which different types of features are mathematically modeled in details. Here, we use a general formulation to represent the fingerprinting feature, because the proposed theoretical approach in this paper does not depend on the pre-knowledge or model of any particular RFF feature, meanwhile no existing work can perfectly model the combined effects of all types of imperfections within transmitter.
The transmitted signal then goes through the physical communication channel. The RFF features are affected by the channel effects. Hence, more uncertainty and randomness are involved in feature distributions through this procedure. Because the typical WPLI applications are designed for mainly indoor scenarios, here we consider channel model to be a stationary channel model including the classical large scale fading model and multipath impulse model from [40] , [41] , which can be denoted as,
is the multipath channel impulse response function, which includes the effects from number of paths L p , small scale amplitude factor α l , phase shift θ l and time delay τ l of each path, large scale fading factor α PL can be calculated with the large scale fading equation of PL(d) = PL 0 + 10n log(
, and η is the AWGN noise.
The signal is then captured by the receiver of WPLI and affected by different receiver setting. In our previous work [7] , we model, analyze and conclude that the effects of different receiver setting can have different impacts on performance of WPLI, such as receiver carrier demodulation and ADC sampling etc. As the discussion in Section II, this received signal at WPLI receiver can be either baseband signal or passband signal. Consequently, different types of signal are utilized to extract the fingerprints, which are baseband preamble [21] , [31] or passband transient signal respectively [11] , [37] . Hence, for a more general application, in this paper, we neglect the possible analog carrier demodulation and only discuss the sampling procedure of ADC. After ADC sampling procedure, the next procedure is to obtain the RFF from the signal, which can be modeled as,
where R Receiver (.) is the equivalent function of signal processing procedures at WPLI receiver, X is the fingerprint set with the feature dimensionality M . Meanwhile X can be seen as a projection of fingerprint channel model parameters W f in certain feature extraction algorithm, for example, the FFT or wavelet transformation adopted by WPLI receiver. f s is the sampling rate of ADC at receiver. N S is the number of signal samples which often decides the resolutions and amount of information of the RFF, e.g., N S = N FFT controls the FFT resolution for spectral RFFs [7] . Q ADC is the ADC quantization bits, for Q-bit ADC quantization and input dynamic range U Vp-p, the maximum quantization error is δ ADC = 2 −Q U . It should be noted that X is not constrained as a single value nor a specific type of feature. Recently, more high-dimensional feature and multiple combined feature are widely utilized in the feature selection, e.g., high-dimensional spectral feature [11] , channel state information (CSI) or other channel uniqueness feature [29] , a combined feature of TIE error and average signal power [21] , a combined feature of various modulation errors [12] . Hence, X here is a general representation form for RFFs. After that, different dimensionality reduction techniques are applied to reduce the computation burden and find more discriminant subspaces which highlight the relevant features that may be hidden in noise [2] . The identities are finally classified and assigned to devices according to reference RFFs in database. Although various techniques are utilized here, only classification results of a fixed number of users can be obtained for each round, which are far less enough to characterize the real-world performance of WPLI as we discussed in previous section. In order to obtain the user capacity for various feature dimensionality selection and despite various classification approaches of WPLI, the following theoretical approach is developed by us based on mutual information and ensemble mutual information.
B. MUTUAL INFORMATION BETWEEN FEATURE AND IDENTITY
To characterize the user capacity N C , we firstly need to calculate the mutual information between the extracted RFF feature X and its user identity. In information theory, entropy is defined as a measure of the uncertainty on the values taken by a feature component. Meanwhile, as the discussion in [10] and [14] , mutual information can be seen as the reduction in the uncertainty of one feature component due to the knowledge of user identity. Hence, we utilize mutual information between RFF feature and user identity as a metric to evaluate the uniqueness and randomness of RFFs' feature distribution. It should be noted that some related works utilize other metrics to evaluate RFF feature distribution. In [42] , Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and F test statistic values of features are calculated to evaluate their uniqueness. In [43] , a table of confusion matrix of 12 testing devices are shown to illustrate the uniqueness and similarity between their RFFs. However, these metrics are either difficult to calculate or inconvenient to understand for readers comparing to utilizing mutual information as the metric. Mutual information can be a general metric widely applied to evaluate the relevance of the feature to its identity.
Specifically, variable X is the one single dimensional component of the RFF feature, i.e., X ∈ X. Y denotes the device identity of this RFF feature, which is also representing the unique user identity assigned with this device. The value of X and Y varies for each testing RFF sample received by WPLI. The number of X values is N X . The entropy of feature values can be calculated as,
N Y is the number of Y , which is also the quantity of users connected to WPLI. The classification procedure of WPLI is to utilize lots of samples of X with different identities to decide the user identity Y . Hence, the conditional entropy, which describe the uncertainty remaining in X after obtained the outcome of Y , can be calculated as
The mutual information between X and Y can be finally derived as,
).
For instance, if the whole signal spectrum is used as feature X for RFF, each frequency point is one feature component of X, and each value of frequency point can be seen as the one variable X for the spectral feature. x i is the specific magnitude value of each frequency point of the ith RFF sample. Hence, mutual information between each frequency point and identity can be measured and calculated using large number of tests. To have a clear understanding of mutual information between feature component and identity, in Fig. 3 we present two PSDs of signal preambles of two Micaz sensor nodes and corresponding mutual information between each frequency point and signal identity calculated with equation (4) . The difference of spectrums is utilized to classify the identities. From the figures, we can see that the frequency points which have larger differences in spectrum also show larger mutual information value with their identity. Just as our previous discussion, mutual information is a significant metric to characterize the relevance of the feature to its identity.
If only single dimensional feature is utilized to form a RFF, the mutual information between RFF and identity can already be calculated using equation (4) . However, as our previous discussion, even single dimensional features are combined to form a multi-dimensional feature X to form a RFF. Hence, the ensemble mutual information between ensemble feature and user identity, I (X; Y ), needs to be calculated to characterize the relation between the ensemble RFF and the identity. In [44] and [45] , one definition of ensemble mutual information between high-dimensional feature and user identities is given as,
However, in practice, the increase of dimensionality of ensemble feature would cause very large numbers of possible variable values, complicated dependency of each feature component, and huge computation burden. All these factors would make the calculation from natural definition infeasible. Hence approximate calculation methods are needed [46] . The pdfs p(x|y), p(x) and the conditional expectation E x|y can be approximately calculated using non-parametrical Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) with K (.) as the kernel [47] ,
where the kernel K (.) can be calculated with the eigenvectors (x) and the eigenmatrix¯ x = [ (x) 1 , . . . , 
C. USER CAPACITY OF WPLI
With the ensemble mutual information I (X; Y ) obtained, the important property of mutual information related to classification error rate P e can be utilized to derive the user capacity of WPLI. In practice, the WPLI system finally assigns the user identity of testing RFF according to minimal feature distance scores between reference RFFs. After a large number of tests, the WPLI classification performance can be evaluated using average classification error rate as the metric [4] , [21] . However, in [14] , [15] , and [48] , the informationtheoretic bounds for classification error rate are given in details using Fano's Inequality (note that the inequality is valid for three or more classes scenario). Hence, the classification error rate of WPLI can be bounded as,
The bound determines that no classifier can possibly achieve better than this lower error bound. This means despite the various classification algorithm adopted by WPLI, the classification error rate is information-theoretically restricted by two terms. One is the ensemble mutual information between feature and identity I (X; Y ), the other is user identity entropy H (Y ). Based on these, we originally propose the definition of user capacity of WPLI. Considering a specific scenario of WPLI, the stable mutual information between feature component and identity, can be measured with a large number of test samples [10] and the ensemble mutual information can be calculated using equation (5) . Hence, the classification error rate can be bounded by the user identity entropy which is directly related to the user number N Y of WPLI. Considering an equal-identity-probability WPLI system, i.e., H (Y ) = log(N Y ), the user capacity can then be derived as,
where N C is the user capacity, which is the maximum number of N Y , the set of all possible user numbers that satisfy the Fano's Inequality. Y is the user identity, and λ is the performance threshold for classification error rate P e . In theory, the performance threshold λ can be any desired value in the value range of probability and the corresponding user capacity can be derived. However, in practice λ is often determined by desired system performance, which is alway a very low error probability for a typical security system. In [9] and [42] , the classification success/error rates of typical WPLI methods are tested and summarized. The best performance can be less P e = 0.42%, while the average performance varies in P e = 4% ∼ 20%. Although it varies a lot in different scenarios for different system, to have a far discussion in this work, we choose both λ = 1% and λ = 10% as two threshold λ values to derive the user capacity as instances. By far, the theoretical approach to characterize the user capacity of WPLI is given. 
D. USER CAPACITY CHARACTERIZATION
To apply this theoretical approach, we use several application cases to illustrate its usage for WPLI. We use raw training RFF samples collected from real devices to calculate ensemble mutual information between RFF feature and device identity. Then the user capacity is characterized under practical constraints of different application case settings. The stability of this characterization is analyzed at first. Then, the effects of key system parameters on user capacity are evaluated and analyzed. It should be noted that most existing works try to present the best performance with the high quality receiving equipment. If high-end measurement equipment is used, the WPLI user capacity is expected to be high. In contrast, if cheaper off-the-shelf wireless devices are used, the user capacity can be much lower. In order to obtain more achievable results for real-world applications, we try to derive the user capacity and evaluate the system feasibility using the existing approach under practical constraints of off-the-shelf devices. The equipment used for this application case study are presented in Fig. 4 , the details of which are given in Table 1 . After one-time collection of the raw signals from sensor nodes, training samples of RFF can be obtained. The samples can be reprocessed in Matlab to regenerate corresponding RFFs due to desired typical system setting and scenario setting using the channel models and receiver models provided in our previous work [7] . In each target scenario, we calculate ensemble mutual information for each RFF and its user identify using the non-parametrical Kernel Density Estimation approach in equation (6) . With the ensemble mutual information obtained, the next step is to characterize the user capacity for this scenario using equation (8) , as the left side of Fig. 2 shows.
Since we obtain the raw RFF samples from limited number of transmitters and limited number of RFF samples to characterize the user capacity, firstly, we characterize user capacity results using RFF samples (randomly picked 2000 samples for each device) from 3 to 40 training transmitters to find out what's the least number of user identities we need to characterize a stable user capacity for this system in one application scenario, i.e. to study the stability of this characterization method. (It should be noted that this subsection is the validation of theoretical user capacity not the classification results.) Subsequently, we use all the samples from 40 nodes to characterize user capacity under different constraints of key parameters in section I, including in-band AWGN noise level, ADC quantization bits Q, number of FFT points N FFT and sampling rate of receiver f s . We set the parameters due to different typical application scenarios of WPLI and derive the user capacity with targeted performance as the following figures. In each case, we present the ensemble mutual information (EMI) (blue curve) together with user capacity under 1% and 10% classification error rate, i.e., N C |(P e ≤ 1%) (black curve) and N C |(P e ≤ 10%) (red curve). 
1) STABILITY OF USER CAPACITY CHARACTERIZATION
After we collect the raw RFF samples and choose one typical system setting for ideal close distance indoor scenario, as f s = 4MS/s, N FFT = 512p, and SNR= 24dB. As we use ZigBee protocol, of which signal bandwidth is 2MHz, here we set baseband sampling rate as 4 MS/s, which is typical value to cover the main spectrum of signal. The more VOLUME 5, 2017 information on the relation between spectral RFF and sampling rate can be found in our previous work [7] . In Fig. 5 , the user capacity is characterized using samples from 3 to 25 training transmitters (the results from 25 to 40 stay the same). The ensemble mutual information directly related to classification error rate and user capacity, the relation of which can be easily observed in the figures. In the beginning, when the number of training transmitters is too small, the obtained ensemble mutual information is also small which results in the user capacity is near to N Y . As the increase of N Y , the results are increased unstably. After the number of training transmitters is larger than 18, the characterization result becomes a stable and reliable result which is (N C = 13)|(P e ≤ 1%) and (N C = 22)|(P e ≤ 10%). Hence, in order to characterize the user capacity we at least should use 18 nodes to collect the raw training RFF samples. 
2) EFFECTS OF AWGN NOISE LEVEL
We firstly present user capacity due to effects of AWGN noise level. Here, we set the other parameters as f s = 4MS/s, N FFT = 512p. As the discussion in equation (2), the AWGN noise level significantly affects the classification performance of WPLI resulting in the decrease of user capacity we finally obtained. We simulate the noise feature value within SNR= 0 ∼ 28dB, which cover most common SNR levels for the wireless sensor networks we set up. The user capacity results are presented in Fig. 6 . The ensemble mutual information and user capacity are decreased synchronously as the AWGN SNR level decreases. It should be noted that, according to equation (8) , the user capacity we obtained is the upper bound for all classification methods and classifiers using all these RFF samples. Hence, in high SNR situations, the typical classification procedure of WPLI can easily achieve the user capacity quite accurately. However, in the extremely low SNR scenarios, it is hard to use a single method or feature to achieve the upper bound of user capacity. Hence, more combined features extracted from RFF for multiple classifiers should be utilized to achieve the upper bound of user capacity, as the work in [12] and [21] . Moreover, in the low SNR scenarios, the error in signal acquisition procedure of WPLI can also contribute to worsen the classification performance [31] , which is out of the scope of this paper and can be discussed in future works. 
3) EFFECTS OF ADC QUANTIZATION BITS
In order to study the effects of ADC quatization bits, we need to choose a scenario with rarely high SNR and no channel effects. We choose SNR= 29dB and simulate the feature value of ADC quantization error within Q = 6 ∼ 14bits. The corresponding user capacity results are presented in Fig. 7 . The user capacity becomes stable when the ADC quantization bits are increased to 10 bits. In practical applications, the effects of channel noise level usually more significant than the effects of ADC quantization error, while the effects of ADC quantization error can be significant when channel SNR level is very high. Here we only can simulate the feature value for 14 bits quantization due to the constraints of USRP daughter board, while in practical, 16 or more quantization bits can also be found in higher standard equipment. With the development of device resolutions, ADC quantization noise is irrelevant and can be neglected. 
4) EFFECTS OF NUMBER OF FFT POINTS
Here we present user capacity due to various number of FFT points within the same sampling rate setting. The number of FFT points N FFT is the key parameter to form the spectral RFF which decides the resolution of the spectral feature X in equation (3) and consequently reflects the distribution of RFF feature. The specific modeling about the number of FFT points of spectral feature can be found in [11] . In Fig. 8 , we present the preamble spectrum obtained with two different number of FFT points to present difference of resolution. In order to eliminate the effects of channel noise, we choose a scenario with extremely high SNR. Here, we set the other parameters as f s = 8MS/s, SNR= 29dB, Q = 14bits. We simulate the result within number of FFT points N FFT = 64 ∼ 1024p. The user capacity results are presented in Fig. 9 . From the results, we can see the larger number of FFT points can increase the ensemble mutual information of feature and improve the performance and user capacity. However, when the resolution is accurate to some extend, the improvement of performance is not so significant. Since the increase of FFT points can cause greater computation burden for WPLI, here involves a trade off for system designer. 
5) EFFECTS OF SAMPLING RATE
Here we present user capacity due to various sampling rates of receiver with the same frequency resolution, which are the key parameters to determine the bandwidth of the spectral feature X in equation (3) and consequently reflects its distribution. In Fig. 10 , we present the preamble spectrum obtained with two different sampling rates to present difference of spectrum bandwidth. In our previous work [7] , we discussed the bandwidth of spectral RFF is BW = f s /2 according to Nyquist sampling rate. As we previous discussion, we use ZigBee protocol, of which baseband symbol rate is 1MS/s. In our case, when sampling rate is f s = 2MS/s, the RFF bandwidth can cover the main lobe of signal PSD. While higher sampling rates can cover more side lobe information of signal PSD, which are more beneficial for WPLI performance. However, the choice of sampling rates also involves a trade off that with the increase of bandwidth, the bandwidth of noise is also increased which can result in the decreasing of signal SNR which worsen the WPLI performance [7] . This phenomenon can be observed in the user capacity characterization and also experimental validations. Here, we still choose a ideal scenario with extremely high SNR to avoid the effects of channel noise. We set the other parameters as, SNR= 29dB for f s = 8Ms/s, Q = 14bits. We simulate the result within different sampling rates, f s = 2 ∼ 10MS/s, with the same spectrum resolution (N FFT = 512p for f s = 4Ms/s), the user capacity results of which are presented in Fig. 11 . It can be inferred that when low-noise devices are applied in high SNR scenarios, a higher sampling rate (over-sampling) should be applied for WPLI system to increase user capacity. While, for the low-SNR scenarios, a sampling rate which tightly covers the main lobe of spectrum (Nyquist sampling) should be chosen, in case that more noise rather than signal information are involved to decrease user capacity.
6) EFFECTS OF FADING CHANNELS
Here we discuss the user capacity due to large scale fading path loss fading effects and small scale multipath fading effects including Rayleigh model and Rician model. The Rayleigh model is frequently used to model multipath fading with no direct line-of-sight (LOS) path. The Rician model is often used when there is one strong direct line-of-sight component and many random weaker components. According to our experimental scenario (2.4GHz, indoor), we utilize the typical channel parameters from [53] to characterize user capacity under the fading channel effects.
We firstly choose the typical LOS (PL 0 = 30dB, n = 1.21, rms = 0.93, K = −4.38dB, µ τ = 3.624ns) and NLOS (n = 2.11, rms = 1.61, µ τ = 26.06ns) parameters for stimulated channel models. Then we apply the fading channel effects to the collected raw AWGN RFF samples to generate the RFF samples under various fading channel effects. In Fig. 12 , the mutual information between each spectral feature component and identity, which are calculated using equation (4), are shown under the fading channels effects at 6 meters away. Comparing with Fig. 3 , it is obvious that the fading channel effects significantly decrease the mutual information between spectral components and user identities which would definitely worsen the classification performance of WPLI.
The user capacities over typical fading channels with communication distance ranging from 1 to 10 meters are consequently characterized in Fig. 13 . Comparing with the user capacity in Fig. 6 , it is clear to see that the fading channel effects can decrease the user capacity more rapidly especially the NLOS Rayleigh channel effects. However, there still exists possibilities to classify a few users under the fading channel effects. in Fig. 13 , we can see there still exist a user capacity of 5. That's because among these devices, there VOLUME 5, 2017 are 5 devices have much different genuine features, e.g., transmitting power, battery level, antenna direction, which still remain differently under the same channel model, which makes it possible to distinguish those devices. As the conclusion in previous discussion, with more combined feature selection, extraction and classification techniques, WPLI system can still have chances to work against the fading channel effects. Currently, the existing WPLI systems are vulnerable to fading channel effects. Hence, this direction still needs to be explored for related researchers. Because our theoretical method can find the upper bound on the performance of the designed WPLI system, it can definitely help researchers or system designers to select the most significant RFF feature, compare different algorithms, determine equipment settings, and improve the system designing for target application scenario.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS FOR USER CAPACITY
In this section, we utilize the equipment in section III to conduct the conventional in-field experiments of WPLI as the right side of Fig. 2 shows. We present the classification error rates of different user numbers to measure the user capacity using existing experimental approach as the comparison and validation for our theoretical approach. Later we conduct field experiments on classification error performance according to the different case setting in section III to validate the various user capacity characterizations under various realworld constraints.
For classification procedure of WPLI, we select the Fisher LDA [11] as the feature dimensionality reduction technique and the Mahalanobis distance as the distance metric [4] , [11] , [21] . According to [11] , the LDA subspace dimensionality can significantly affect the classification performance. The increase of LDA subspace dimensionality can improve the classification performance to some extends. However, the computation burdens are also significantly raised, which results in a trade off in practical applications. In [13] , the typical classification algorithms are compared due to different dimensionality, the results of which show all PCA, LDA and MMI classification converge to the same accuracy if the subspace dimensionality is large enough. Hence, to pursue the optimal classification performance and achieve the upper bound user capacity, we set a large LDA subspace dimensionality κ = 150 despite the computation time. This LDA subspace dimensionality is quite enough to classify all the features, the larger dimensionality won't improve the classification error more than 0.5%. In each individual time of experiment, each user is assigned with one transmitter to represent his identity. We use newly collected 1000 samples per user to train the LDA training matrix and another 1000 samples per user to be tested for classification respectively, which are extremly large enough to obtain stable results. All these samples are randomly picked from our sample pool collected within a very short period (less than 30s), which the channel can be considered as being stationary.
We present the classification error performance of WPLI with selected user number near the user capacity we obtained. Here we use P e to denote the classification error rate, λ for the targeted threshold for P e , N Y for number of users (one transmitter per user), N C for the user capacity characterization results of our theoretical approach, and | for the condition symbol. Hence, if the classification error rate is larger than the threshold error rate, i.e., (P e |N Y ) > λ, when the user number is larger than the user capacity, i.e., N Y > (N C |λ), the user capacity is validated. Meanwhile, we also present the classification error performance when user number is near to the user capacity bound, to show the tightness of this bound.
A. USER CAPACITY MEASUREMENT USING EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
At the beginning of our experiments, we present the results of user capacity measurement without the knowledge of our user capacity characterization methods, but totally relying on an experimental approach, which is similar to existing works. With these results, readers can have a clear idea on the difference, efficiency, and accuracy between our theoretical approach and existing experimental approaches. As the discussion in Section I, the classification performance will get worse with the increasing number of users. Even with the same number of users, the different device combinations can result in different classification error rates. Hence, we design our experimental approach according to [9] . We firstly fix our the experimental scenario and system setting measured as, SNR = 24dB, f s = 4MS/s, N FFT = 512p. Then we increase the number of users N Y from 5 to 40 with an equal small interval of 5 to obtain the classification error rate for different user numbers. As a result of this approach, the theoretical combinations of users is C 5 40 + C 10 40 + . . . + C 40 40 ≈ 2.2×10 11 , which is a huge number that impossible for implementation in practical. Hence, we calculate 100 random combinations for each user number (except that there's only one combination for 40 users), which is a number large enough to present the characteristics. We show the maximal, mean, and minimal values of the classification error rates, among which, the maximal classification error rates should be used to validate the user capacity. These classification error rates are presented in Fig. 14 with a log scale and in Table 2 with exact values. In Fig. 6 , the user capacity for 1% and 10% error rates are characterized as 12 and 22, i.e., (N C = 12)| (P e ≤ 1%) and (N C = 22)|(P e ≤ 10%). From the results in Fig. 14 and Table 2 , the max P e for 10 classes is 0.98%, i.e., (P e = 0.98%)|(N Y = 10) and (P e = 3.97%)|(N Y = 15). Hence, the user capacity for P e ≤ 1% should be within 10 to 15 users. Similarly, the user capacity for P e ≤ 10% should be within 20 to 25 users. Hence, the user capacity results of our theoretical approach are validated also through the measurement results using experimental results. It should be noted that, Fig. 14 is displayed in a log scale, although these starting values are small, however it seems to have larger change range. This phenomena is because when smaller number of transmitters are choosed for classification, more combinations of different devices are validated. Some devices are more similar to each other than others, which make the results change a lot for each time classification. While for the larger number of transmitters, although more classification errors appear because of user capacity, less devices combinations exists, leading to less changes in classification error rate.
The whole process of this experimental approach is quite complicated in operation, time and computation consuming in calculation, and vulnerable to mistakes in data collections. The whole experiments almost took us a whole week to calculate the results by utilizing a high profile workstation with a large memory, while these results are still approximation results with a large reduction of user numbers interval and user combinations. As a comparison, by utilizing our theoretical approach, the user capacity can be accurately characterized after one-time data collection. The user capacity for all users can be calculated in minutes for a common desktop. Hence, our theoretical approach can be a much more efficiency, stable, accurate, and low-cost solution than the user capacity measurement using experimental approach.
B. VALIDATION FOR USER CAPACITY CHARACTERIZATION UNDER REAL-WORLD CONSTRAINTS
After the comparison our theoretical approach with conventional experimental approach, we conduct field experiments on classification error performance according to the different case setting in section III. These experimental results can validate the user capacity characterization under various realworld constraints in section III. Meanwhile the influence of different practical constraints can be analyzed through these experiment results. The only exception here, is the case of ADC quantization bits, because the ADC quantization bits is impossible to change for given hardware setting, we can only fix the ADC quantization bits to Q=14bit according to USRP daughter board setting. The classification results are shown in the following figures where the x-axis is the number of test samples, the y-axis is the minimal distance score between test sample and its reference, and the z-axis is the user/class identity number assigned to the test samples. Besides the color of each sample is to present its true identity which can help the reader to compare classified identities of test samples. 
1) EFFECTS OF AWGN NOISE LEVEL
Here, we use the experiment results to validate the user capacity characterization for AWGN noise level case. As the case setting in Fig. 6 , we conduct the experiments at SNR=26dB, where the 1% error rate user capacity is 13, i.e., (N C = 13)|(P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 15(a) , classification results of 13 users, are shown of which the classification error rate is (P e = 0.91%)|(N Y = 13). While in Fig. 15(b) , the classification results of 14 users are shown of which the classification error rate is (P e = 1.09%)| (N Y = 14) . Hence, we can see the user capacity characterization at this point is validated accurately. Similarly, we change SNR situation and threshold error rate to see validate another point of our user capacity curves. In Fig. 6 , when SNR=22dB, the user capacity is 12 with 1% error rate, i.e., (N C = 12)|(P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 16(a) , classification results of 11 users, are shown of which (P e = 0.75%)|(N Y = 11). While in Fig. 16(b) , the classification results of 12 users are shown of which (P e = 1.79%)| (N Y = 12) . The user capacity characterization at this case is slightly larger than the experimental result. As we discuss in the previous section, with the decrease of SNR level, single classifier and single feature selection are not enough achieve the upper bound user capacity. Hence, more advanced or combined feature selection and classification techniques should be utilized in WPLI.
2) EFFECTS OF NUMBER OF FFT POINTS
We use the experiment results to validate the user capacity characterization for number of FFT points case. We conduct the experiments as the case setting for Fig. 9 . As the user capacity characterization under N FFT = 64p is, (N C = 2)|(P e ≤ 10%). In Fig. 17(a) , the classification results of 3 users are shown with (P e = 15.67%)|(N Y = 3) which is out of user capacity. For N FFT = 256p, (N C = 13)| (P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 17(b) , the classification results of 14 users are shown with (P e = 1.25%)|(N Y = 14) which is still out of user capacity. For N FFT = 1024p, (N C = 15)|(P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 17(c) , the classification results of 15 users are shown with (P e = 0.47%)|(N Y = 15) which is within user capacity. Hence, the experimental results match the discussion in previous section very well.
3) EFFECTS OF SAMPLING RATE
We use the experiment results to validate the user capacity characterization for sampling rate case. We conduct the experiments as the case setting for Fig. 11 . As the user capacity characterization under f s = 2MS/s is, (N C = 16)|(P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 18(a) , the classification results of 17 users are shown with (P e = 1.17%)|(N Y = 17) which is out of user capacity. For f s = 6MS/s, (N C = 17)|(P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 18(b) , the classification results of 17 users are shown with (P e = 0.58%)|(N Y = 17) which is within the capacity. For f s = 10MS/s, (N C = 11)|(P e ≤ 1%). In Fig. 18(c) , the classification results of 12 users under f s = 10MS/s are shown with (P e = 1.51%)|(N Y = 12), which is out of the capacity. The analyses in our previous discussion is also validated.
4) EFFECTS OF FADING CHANNELS
We use the experiment results to validate the user capacity characterization for fading channel effects. Due to the uniqueness of channel characteristics, the communication channel cannot be precisely rebuild as the parameters in section III. We try to find the same indoor corridor scenario in our labs and to use the metal obstacles to create multipath channel with LOS or NLOS signal as Fig. 19 . We newly collect the RFF samples from different nodes in these scenarios to check the classification performance to validate the user capacity characterized with typical fading channel parameters VOLUME 5, 2017 in section III. In Fig. 13(a) , the user capacity is (N C = 6)| (P e ≤ 1%) and (N C = 9)|(P e ≤ 10%). In Fig. 20 , the classification results of 6 users and 9 users at 6m LOS channel scenario are shown, of which the error rates are (P e = 13.73%)|(N Y = 6) and (P e = 23.79%)|(N Y = 9) respectively. In Fig. 13(b) , the user capacity is (N C = 5)| (P e ≤ 1%) and (N C = 9)|(P e ≤ 10%). In Fig. 21 , the classification results of 5 users and 9 users at 6m NLOS channel scenario are shown, of which the error rates are (P e = 28.54%)|(N Y = 5) and (P e = 35.09%)|(N Y = 9) respectively. From these results, it is clear to see that the fading channel effects can significantly worsen the classification performance of WPLI. Moreover, using single feature selection and one classification technique only is hard to achieve the user capacity under the fading channel effects. Hence, if some novel approaches or algorithms can be proposed for WPLI to work against the fading channel effects, that would be a great break through in this research direction.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we establish a theoretical understanding on user capacity of Wireless Physical-layer Identification (WPLI). We propose a theoretical approach to characterize user capacity based on mutual information between RFF feature and user identity. The user capacity of WPLI are consequently characterized within targeted error performance, under various real-world constraints, despite different classification techniques and user combinations. Various experiments of a practical WPLI system are conducted to measure and validate the user capacity characterization. The classification results of experiments show great accuracy and tightness of user capacity characterization. By applying this approach with one-time collected training RFF samples, lots of inefficient experiments to measure user capacity can be avoided, which saves great efforts for system-designers. With the understanding of user capacity, significant RFF features can be selected to achieve the largest user capacity for a WPLI system. Different classification algorithms can be evaluated by comparing with the guaranteed accuracy of user capacity. The effects of various real-world constraints on the performance of WPLI can be analyzed by checking the changes in user capacity. Hence, this user capacity can be widely utilized as an important metric to evaluate the performance of real-world WPLI applications. 
